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ZAMBIA’S 57TH INDEPENDENCE 
ANNIVERSARY

On this day in 1964, Zambia gained independence signaling the dawn of a new era, the 

begining of freedom and resolute strength.  

This is the day Zambia brings into memory, its vision and determination to build a 

strong and united nation founded on love and respect for all people, of all races, tribes 

and religions. The determination to liberate our country was demonstrated through  

patriotism by all citizens during the struggle for independence. 

As the nation celebrates this day, this years’ independence anniversary celebration is 

under the theme “celebrating a new dawn anchored on good governance, national 
unity and development” which is reminder of our renewed hope for a better Zambia.
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The Zambian economy has undergone major policy changes since attaining 
independence in October 1964. The Government policies and macroeconomic 
reforms have played a critical in influencing economic growth for Zambia from 
independence to date.  Currently the emphasis is on economic transformation to 

grow the economy and put it back on a positive economic trajectory in order to create 

jobs especially for the youths who are the majority of the population. 

The peace and tranquility that the country has continued to enjoy has been critical 
and will be key to attracting investment in sectors such as mining, manufacturing 
construction, energy, agriculture, telecommunications and tourism. These sectors 

are key in contributing positively to economic transformation by reducing poverty 

and vulnerability of the Zambian people through job and wealth creation. To end 

poverty, transforming the economy through the aforementioned sectors is critical 

founded on macro and fiscal sustainability. A clear mindset ought to be centered 
on patriotism in ensuring that economic revival is attained as the country strives 
to battle the effects of COVID-19 and climate change. The country is encouraged to 

continue with reforms that will leverage economic strides scored since independence 

that will improve the economic status of our people and reduce hunger and poverty. 

The efforts to transforming our nation should now be focused on building a better 
economy anchored on transparency, equality and patriotism with consented 
efforts from all citizens. This is the new dawn that will build our sovereinity and 
foster prosperity for Zambia following the tenets good governance, national unity 
and development as a nation.

PMRC therefore wishes to join the celebrations and wish Zambia a happy 57th 

Independence Day anniversary. One Zambia One Nation will forever be our unifying 

motto. May God bless our great nation, Zambia.


